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What this guide will do
This Toolkit accompanies our Information and Decisionmaking Playbook.
The two together will:
Help transform your decision making ability
Work out how to work out what data / information you need
Help you assess the quality of the data/information you have
Make best use of that data and turn it into intelligence
Think about how best to share and present data/ info to others

This book is interactive!

You can add your own text and check off items from the checklists

Just go to
www.distinction.live/informationplaybook to download your copy

Using Information
Decision-making Checklist
I am clear on the decision that needs to be made
I have weighed up how much information I need to help me make a good decision in this particular situation
I have thought about what data I need rather than just what data is easily available and extracted it from a variety of sources
I have thought about how my own biases may impact the data I gather or the process I use to gather it
I have assessed the quality of the information I am intending to use to ensure it is sufficient to arrive at a reliable decision
I have identified the objective for my analysis and made sure that it is clear and aligns with the decisions that need to be made
I have identified whether I need to bring in experts to assist with the analysis
I have adopted a scientist’s mindset and kept an open mind about the patterns I am seeing in the data I have gathered
I have developed a set of questions to help me and my team interrogate the information
I have considered how I can best present information to my audience

Bias Crib Sheet:

Here are 8 of the key biases that affect decision making
The recency effect is when we place too
much emphasis on recent data. We get
caught up in the most recent data. We then
rely on this information even if longitudinal
data tells a different story.
Confirmation bias – also known as
anchoring bias - describes our tendency to
look for evidence to confirm our existing or
initial beliefs whilst at the same time filtering
out any evidence that is contrary to that.

Salience Bias refers to our tendency to
focus on things that grab our attention and
ignore those that don’t.

The Illusory Truth Effect describes how
after hearing the same false information over
and over again, we often come to believe it
is true. This can occur even when we know
the original information was incorrect.

The decoy effect describes how consumers change
their preference between two options when a third
‘decoy’ option is added. The ‘decoy’ is designed to
make one of the original options slightly less
attractive and nudge people towards a target option.

The framing effect refers to the idea that
how information is presented to us impacts on
the choices we make. We will respond
differently depending on how the positive and
negatives of an option are expressed even if the
outcome of both options are similar.
Binary bias is the tendency we have as humans to
simplify the world. When presented with a range of
information we simplify the complexity into two
binary positions. Showcasing a range of perspectives
on any given topics can help people keep an open
mind.

Curse of Knowledge kicks in when we
unknowingly assume that the people we are
communicating with have the background to
understand what we are saying. Because we have this
in depth knowledge we fail to see that others need
more explanation to fully grasp what we are saying.

Probability and likelihood Rating
As decision makers we will often be guided by our intuition to make decisions. This
means we present our ideas with little data but a sense and confidence that it’s the right
thing to do. No matter how confident we feel, almost every business decision we make
relates to some aspect of probability.

Click here to find out more in our
Information and Decision-making
Playbook

By introducing the idea of simple probability when sharing our idea and rating the
likelihood that it will work, it invites a much more informed discussion.
Below are some simple tools for applying the concept of probability to your ideas.

Rare

May only occur in very exceptional circumstances

Unlikely

Not expected to happen but it is possible

Possible

Might happen at some point

Likely

Will probably happen in most circumstances

Almost Certain

Is expected to occur in most circumstances

Probability is a fascinating field to explore!
Click here to explore more probability tools on the Mindtools website
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Information Canvas

Before you start collecting information for your decision, use our canvas to work out your plan
Data Quality Check (Refer to data quality checklist)

What Information Do I Need?
*** start typing in any of the boxes to add text ***
*** the blue boxes won't show up on the final print out
*** check boxes on any of the pages can be ticked ***

Origin of data understood?

Timeliness reviewed?

Completeness of data clear?

Breadth and depth
appropriate to the decision?

Reliability evaluated?

What Information Sources Will I Use (people and data)

Who is my audience and what
are their needs?

What is the
Decision/ Problem?

How will I present the data?

What Assumptions am I
making?

Who needs to be
involved in interpreting
the data?

Which Biases should I
watch out for?

What Questions should I ask to help
me interrogate the information?

Decision Evidence Matrix
How much evidence do we need?
The best decisions are based on
evidence, not ideas. But how much
evidence is enough?
If we decide purely based on our
intuition then we can make a big
decision, invest a lot of time and
resource only to find out it didn’t work.
Or we can search for evidence to
support our idea before we decide to
go ahead.
However, not all evidence is equal. It
can vary from very weak/light evidence
(i.e. what customers “say” they like) to
very strong (many customer have
“paid” for the product). It’s extremely
useful to decide upfront how much
evidence you would like to make a
decision.
You can use this grid as a discussion
tool with your team to agree with your
team how much evidence you would
feel comfortable collecting in order to
make a decision.

Quality Checklist
How much do we really know?
Information has to be fit for the purpose for which we intend to use it. At a high level it should be relevant, current, representative, adequate, timely,
reliable and cost-effective. Having the answers to questions like those listed below will shape the way we view the sources we are using and help us how
much trust we can put in them.
Breadth and Depth
Source
How many different data points do we have?
How was it collected?

Who collected it and for what purpose?
Completeness

Does the amount of evidence appropriate to the complexity of the situation?
Reliability
Am I looking at facts or opinions?

How complete is it? Is it fully representative?

What biases might impact the information?

Are there any omissions or limitations

What assumptions or caveats are there?

Time

Where are the uncertainties/unknowns?
When was it collected?
What time period does it cover?
Is there more recent available?

Are we making any generalisations?
Where might the data be misleading or incorrect?
What are we assuming that just might not be true?

Growing your
decision-making
CAPABILITY

Try out these ideas
Just a few of the ways we’ve worked with leaders to optimise their
decision-making
1-1 and team coaching through live decisions

Observe and feedback on decision making meetings

Working with management tiers to formulate
better decisions

Post decision debriefs to identify lessons learned

Impactful Lunch and Learns

Increase employee involvement in decision-making

Breaking down siloed thinking between teams

Identify where decisions are currently made, and move
them to where they should be made

Enhancing meeting agendas and papers to
engage participants and make better decisions

Identify who is impacted by your decision and how
to involve them

Tools and templates to support your decision

Decision skills team training

Psychometrics to build team strengths

Encourage managers to read the strategy and identify
decisions that need to be made and when

Future scanning to identify and prepare for
emerging decisions rather than fall into crisis

Decision-making drop in surgeries

Podcast Links

Coming soon 9 July 2021
Click on any of these links to access the podcasts

Free tool to discover where you are on your
decision-making journey

https://distinction.live/benchmark/

Contact Us
If you’d like regular tips,
tools and templates:

https://distinction.live/keep-in-touch/
www.linkedin.com/in/garinrouch

If you have any
questions:

www.linkedin.com/in/danibacon478
hello@distinction.live
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